2018 Cultural Grants Results

2018 applicants statistics:
- 28 applications
- 21 were recommended for funding in this round (5 Western Sydney, 2 metro and 14 regional)
- $50,000 of funding to allocate
- $90,789.90 of funding requested in total from applicants
- Highest amount awarded $4,805
- 6 projects were fully funded and 15 were partially funded.

Successful applicants:
- Submitted current and relevant quotes for their project;
- Had a project plan;
- Described exactly what funding would be used for and the figure was the same amount as the quote they provided;
- Successfully articulated benefits to the community, use of volunteers and significance of the project;
- Had relevant supporting attachments, in particular quotations.

Unsuccessful applicants:
- Submitted insufficient quotes, costings for work and had a poor budget;
- Were very vague on project details and plan;
- Submitted old, irrelevant or no supporting documentation;
- Demonstrated little effort in answering questions;
- Requested funding to cover capital expenses, marketing, promotional activities, which is not eligible for funding;
- Had privacy issues with their project;
- Submitted application for work already completed.